
Prior to Assembly, check that your Roof Rack Box contains all the parts 
as shown above.  Ensure that the vehicle roof is clean and dry.

Please note that some illustrations depicted in these instructions are 
only representative and your items may look different.
Read these instructions carefully before commencing.
You can use a protective cloth when installing your racks to protect 
of vehicle’s finish.

Hyundai Accent 5 Door
2012 and Up

Roof Rack Installation Guide

PART No.

Carrying Capacity

Step 1: Removing the Anchor Point Covers

Installing Plastic Adapters and Rubber Gasket Pads
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Fig  2a

50 kgs
100 lbs

Note: Keys may be 
packaged separately

59707

Item Description Qty.

1 End Support 4

2 End Support Cover 4

3 Plastic Adapter 4

4 Rubber Gasket 4

5 Grey T-Handle Tool 1

6 M6 x 50mm Bolt 4

7 #6 Self-Tapping Screw x 3/8 4

8 Lock & Key set 4

Plastic Adapter

Rubber GasketEnd Support

Support Cover

T-Handle
Security Key

Bolt

Screw

Lock     Key

Anchor Point Cover Anchor Point
On the vehicle roof you will find 4 Anchor Point Covers.  Carefully remove 
these covers by sliding in the direction shown on the cover, to reveal the 
anchor points (Fig 1).  It is advisable to screw the Special Bolts into the 
Anchor Points at this time to clean the threads.

NOTE: Take care when removing Trim Covers to avoid damaging Trim Cover 
Clips. Covers can not be replaced while rack is fitted.

Store the Anchor Point Covers safely while the Roof Racks are in use.

To remove or re-attach the End Support Cover. Insert the narrow end of 
the End Support cover into the top of the End Support (Fig. 2a & 2b).
Twist the End Support Cover clockwise to lock it in place. Fig  2b

Vehicle’s Roof

Step A:
Install Rubber Gaskets & Plastic Adapters on vehicle roof.  Align the holes in 
adapters & gaskets with threaded insert anchor points.
Ensure the Rubber Gasket is oriented correctly.
Each Rubber Gasket is marked with a directional arrow.
Ensure that the center hole in the gasket lines up with the
anchor point thread in the roof.
Step B:
Locate the Plastic Adapter onto the Rubber Gasket
Repeat STEPS A and B with the remaining Adaptors.
Ensure the Plastic Adapter is oriented correctly.
Ensure that the center hole in the Plastic Adapter lines up with the
anchor point thread in the roof.
When positioned correctly on the vehicle, the arrow shown on the top 
surface of the Rubber Gasket points toward the front of the vehicle.

http://www.carid.com/rola/


Using the Roof Racks

Locking Covers and Mounting Accessories

You are now ready to mount your accessories examples: Bike, Kayak, luggage 
carriers by using the global channel if applicable.  “T” bolts are available to 
mount accessories (Fig 5a)
Be sure to cut your buffer strips to size to completely cover your channel once 
the accessories are mounted.

Lock all four covers into place using the keys provided. Store your keys in 
a safe place such as the glove box or key ring.  Replacement locks and 
keys are available as service items.  

Ensure all covers closed hard against the End Supports and locked.

General Usage Information

* It is essential for the proper assembly, operation and use of the Roof Rack that the instructions and safety precautions supplied are strictly observed.
* The maximum permissible load for your roof rack is the lower of the maximum load capacity specified in you owners manual or specified on your 
roof rack load label.  Do NOT exceed the maximum load capacity.

Maximum load capacity equals the weight of the rack + accessories + weight of cargo.  Ensure your vehicle’s function is not impaired before driving.

Installation Instructions:  Hyundai Accent 2012 and Up

Fitting the Cross Bars to the vehicleStep A: 
Each Cross Bar varies in length:
Install the Cross Bar labeled ‘Front’ on the underside of the Cross Bar to the front 
Adapter & Gasket pads.
Install the remaining cross bar to the Rear Adapter & Gasket pads.
Refer to Fig. 1a for further guidance.
Step B:
Place the End Supports of one of the Cross Bar Assemblies on the
two corresponding Gasket Pad assemblies (Fig. 3a).
Step C: Open the two End Support Covers such that the Anchor Hole is exposed. 
Loosely fasten both sides in place by inserting the 50mm
Bolt into the Anchor Hole, and turning approx. 2-3 turns with the Grey T-Handle 
Security Key (Fig. 3b).
Step D:
Using the Grey T-Handle Security Key, tighten the 50mm Bolts to approx.
7Nm of torque or a firm hand-tightness. Close the End Support Covers and lock using 
the Key provided.
Step E:
Repeat STEPS B, C and D for the remaining Cross Bar Assembly
Remove Keys and store in a safe places.

Note: You will have to remove or trim the Buffer Strip to mount accessories

To load accessories into the Channel of the Cross Bars, unlock the End Support 
Cover (Fig. 4a). Pull the Cover out and down to fully access the Channel. Once 
accessories have been loaded, replace the End Support Cover and lock.

Intermittently check that all Screws and Bolts are sufficiently tightened
whilst the Roof Racks are in use.

Fig 3a

Fig 3b

Fig 4a

Access to
channel

Fig 5a

Learn more about roof racks and cargo carriers we have.

https://www.carid.com/roof-racks.html



